Sherif Abuotaleb: Rowad are working around the clock to complete Katameya Creeks Project within 30
months
Mohammad Mahlab: Achieving 20% construction work in record time
Katameya Creeks master plan developed with sophisticated standards
Cairo, Egypt - October 27- 2021
Starlight Developments is racing against time to get ahead of the scheduled timetable for the completion
of the construction works of the Katameya Creeks, reaching 20%, with the aim of delivering the project’s
400 units on one phase within 30 months.
"We have a solid partnership with Rowad Modern Engineering, one of the largest contracting companies with a global reputation, and currently working on Katameya Creeks on an area of 42 acres in New
Cairo," said Eng. Sherif Abuotaleb, CEO, Starlight Developments.
Abuotaleb added, "We are very meticulous when selecting partners, and keen to cooperate with the best
consultants who share the same development vision. Our aim is building communities that offer distinctive
benefits with high investment returns for all its residents."
On his part, Eng. Mohamed Ibrahim Mahlab, Chairman, Rowad Modern Engineering, said, "At Katameya
Creeks we are working with the highest standards across all areas, from choosing high-end building
materials to implementing international innovative construction techniques, to achieve maximum benefit for
owners, providing them with state of the art properties within a community that provides a different living
experience compared to any other project offered."
Katameya is located on an area of 42 acres in New Cairo, with a built up area 16%, to give unmatched
exclusivity and privacy to all 400 units, with multiple areas and floor plan designs inspired by neoclassical architecture and surrounded by 360 degrees of green and blue scapes. The project is served by
underground parking, concierge service, a club house including spa and gym and adjacent to URBN-K
commercial and administrative offices.
For more information visit our website www.starlightdevelopments.com

